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Abstract
Recently, image-to-image translation has been made much progress owing to the
success of conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGANs). And some un-
paired methods based on cycle consistency loss such as DualGAN, CycleGAN
and DiscoGAN are really popular. However, it’s still very challenging for trans-
lation tasks with the requirement of high-level visual information conversion,
such as photo-to-caricature translation that requires satire, exaggeration, life-
likeness and artistry. We present an approach for learning to translate faces in
the wild from the source photo domain to the target caricature domain with dif-
ferent styles, which can also be used for other high-level image-to-image trans-
lation tasks. In order to capture global structure with local statistics while
translation, we design a dual pathway model with one coarse discriminator and
one fine discriminator. For generator, we provide one extra perceptual loss in
association with adversarial loss and cycle consistency loss to achieve represen-
tation learning for two different domains. Also the style can be learned by the
auxiliary noise input. Experiments on photo-to-caricature translation of faces
in the wild show considerable performance gain of our proposed method over
state-of-the-art translation methods as well as its potential real applications.
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1. Introduction
Image-to-image translation has been made much progress [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
because many tasks [7, 8, 9, 10] in image processing, computer graphics, and
computer vision can be posed as translating an input image into a corresponding
output image [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. And its achievements mainly owes to the
success of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [18], especially conditional
GANs (cGANs) [19, 20, 1]. However, the current studies mainly concern image-
to-image translation tasks with low-level visual information conversion, e.g.,
photo-to-sketch [21].
A caricature is a rendered image showing the features of its subject in an
exaggerated way and usually used to describe a politician or movie star for politi-
cal or entertainment purpose. Creating caricatures can be considered as artistic
creation tracing back to the 17th century with the profession of caricaturist.
Then some efforts have been made to produce caricatures semi-automatically
using computer graphics techniques [22], which intend to provide warping tools
specifically designed toward rapidly producing caricatures. But there are very
few software programs designed specifically for automatically creating carica-
tures, and to the best of our knowledge, none can work to be comparable with
caricaturist. Nowadays, besides the political and public-figure satire, caricatures
are also used as gifts or souvenirs, and more and more museums dedicated to
caricature throughout the world were opened. So it would be very useful and
meaningful if computers can create caricatures from photos automatically and
intelligently.
Photo-to-caricature is a typical high-level image-to-image translation prob-
lem but with bigger challenge than other low-level translation problems such as
photo-to-label, photo-to-map, or photo-to-sketch [1], because caricatures
• require satire and exaggeration of photos;
• need artistry with different styles;
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• must be lifelike, especially the expression of a face photo.
Specifically, for a face photo, we want to create the face caricatures with different
styles, which exaggerate the face shape or facial sense organs (i.e., ears, mouth,
nose, eyes and eyebrow) but keep the vivid expression while producing artistry.
In this paper, we propose a GAN-based method for learning to translate
faces in the wild from the source photo domain to the target caricature domain
(see Figure 1 for translating examples and Figure 2 for the architecture of our
proposed method). Although deep convolutional neural networks with adver-
sarial training [23] can generate images with enough precise facial features [24],
these images sometimes still have wrong relationships between facial features or
mismatch among facial organs such as nose and eyes, e.g., a face with more than
two eyes or crooked nose. Traditional GANs can produce correct facial organs
but wrong relationships between them, and also it’s very challenging to abstract
and exaggerate face and facial organs. We attribute this problem to the deficient
capacity of the discriminator of GAN to distinguish real-fake images. Therefore,
our motivation is to design an adversarial training with multiple discriminators
to improve the ability of GAN’s discriminator for feature representation.
Based on the model of CycleGAN [2], we design a dual pathway model of
GAN for high-level image-to-image translation tasks, where one pathway of
coarse discriminator is in charge of abstracting the global structure informa-
tion, while another pathway of fine discriminator is responsible for concerning
the local statistics information. For generator, besides the adversarial loss, we
provide one more extra perceptual similarity loss to constrain consistency for
generated output itself and with the unpaired target domain image. By using
our proposed method, the photos of faces in the wild can be translated to carica-
tures with learned general-purpose exaggerated artistic styles while still keeping
the original lifelike expression (see Figure 1 and 11 for references). Considering
that traditional GANs are not robust and easily attracted by noise, we design
a noise-added training procedure to improve the robustness of our model. In-
spired by InfoGAN [28], we find that auxiliary noise can help model learning
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: Translating faces in the wild from photo to caricature with different styles by our
proposed method. (a) Example results on IIIT-CFW dataset [25]; (b) Example results on
PHOTO-SKETCH dataset [26, 27].
the caricature style information while translating images in our task.
We have extensively evaluated our method on IIIT-CFW dataset [25], PHOTO-
SKETCH dataset [26, 27], Caricature [29], FEI dataset [30], Yale dataset [31],
KDEF dataset [32] and CelebA dataset [33]. The experimental results show that
our method can create acceptable caricatures from face photos while current
state-of-the-art image-to-image translation methods can’t. Also the designed
experiments indicate the effectiveness of our proposed dual pathway of discrim-
inators, additional noise input and extra perceptual loss, respectively. Besides,
we tested our photo-to-caricature translation method for producing caricatures
with adding different proportions of noise to show the translating robustness
and style diversity. Furthermore, the proposed method can create caricatures
for arbitrary face photos without pre-training on extra face datasets. Another
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prominent performance of our methods is that our model can capture the ex-
pression information and make some abstraction and exaggeration. This might
be helpful to fill aforementioned gap of automatic and intelligent caricature
creation.
2. Related Work
Image-to-image translation. Owing to the success of GANs [18], espe-
cially various conditional GANs [19, 34, 35, 36, 13, 37], image-to-image transla-
tion problems have been made much progress recently, which aims to translate
an input image from one domain to another domain given input-output im-
ages pairs [1]. Earlier image-conditional models for specific applications have
achieved impressive results on inpainting [38], de-raining [37], texture synthe-
sis [12], style transfer [13], video prediction [34] and super-resolution [14]. The
general-purpose solution for image-to-image translation developed by Isola et
al. [1] with the released Pix2pix software has achieved reasonable results on
many translation tasks by using paired images for training such as photo-to-
label, photo-to-map and photo-to-sketch. Then CycleGAN [2], DualGAN [3],
and DiscoGAN [5] were proposed for unpaired or unsupervised image-to-image
translation with almost comparable results to paired or supervised methods.
However, the translation tasks that these work can tackle usually concern the
conversion of low-level visual information such as line (photo→sketch), color
(summer→winter), and texture (horse→zebra), but it’s still very challenging
for some translation tasks with the requirement of high-level visual information
conversion, e.g., abstraction and exaggeration (photo→caricature). Recently,
Iizuka et al. [39] combined two discriminators called global discriminator and
local discriminator to improve the adversarial training for image completion
task. Experimental results have proven that the global discriminator can dis-
tinguish the images based on the global parts while the local discriminator pays
attention to the details of parts. We exploit the design of two discriminators for
high-level image-to-image translation tasks in this paper.
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Photo-to-cartoon translation. Translating photo to cartoon by com-
puter algorithms has been studied for a long time because of the correspond-
ing interesting and meaningful applications. The earlier work mainly relied on
the analysis of facial features [40, 41, 42], which is hard to be applicable for
large-scale faces in the wild. Thanks to the invention of GANs [18], automatic
photo-to-cartoon translation becomes feasible. But most of the current related
work mainly focused on the generation of anime [43] or emoji [15] with specific
style1. And these works have nothing to do with caricature creation that needs
to be exaggerated, lifelike and artistic.
Unlike the prior works for image-to-image translation dealing with low-level
visual information conversion, our study mainly focuses on the translation prob-
lems of high-level visual information conversion, e.g., photo-to-caricature. For
this purpose, our method differs from the past work in network architecture as
well as the layers and losses. We design a dual pathway model of GAN with
two discriminators named coarse discriminator and fine discriminator to capture
global structure and local statistics respectively, and we apply the perceptual
similarity loss for generator. For learning the style information and improving
the robustness of our model, we provide the input with auxiliary noise. Here we
show that our approach is effective on the face photo-to-caricature translation
task, which typically requires high-level visual information conversion.
3. Method
Conditional GANs are generative models that learn a mapping from observed
input image x, to target image y, G : {x} → y. The objective of our conditional
GAN can be expressed as
Lc(G,D) = Ex,y∼Pdata(x,y) [logD(x, y)] +
Ex∼Pdata(x) [log(1−D(x,G(x)))] .
(1)
1We consider that anime, emoji, and caricature are three types of cartoon or three subsets
of cartoon.
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The goal is to learn a generator distribution over data y that matches the real
data distribution Pdata by transforming an observed input image x ∼ Pdata(x)
into a sample G(x). This generator is trained by playing against an adversarial
discriminator D that aims to distinguish between samples from the true data
distribution and the generator’s distribution. To deal with the high-level visual
information conversion for some more challenging image-to-image translation
tasks, we exploit one discriminator to dual discriminators and add two more
losses (perceptual loss and cycle consistency loss) to adversarial loss, so our
method can tackle conversions of both the low-level (line, color, texture, etc.)
and the high-level (expression, exaggeration, artistry, etc.) visual information.
And in order to improve the robustness of our model, we provide our model a
noise-added training and use auxiliary noise to learn the style information while
translating. The overall network architecture and data flow are illustrated in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Network architecture and data flow chart of our proposed method for face photo-
to-caricature translation.
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3.1. Cycle consistency loss
Researchers apply adversarial training to learn the mapping function be-
tween two different image domains. Here we use two same generators (named
G1 and G2 in Figure 2) for observing the sample distribution of two domains.
And X denotes the photo domain while Y denotes the caricature domain in
our task. We use our generators to emulate the translation between X and
Y . However, only using adversarial loss can’t guarantee a plausible generation.
So researchers use Cycle Consistency Loss (Lcyc) to help establishing mapping
function between domains [2]. And Lcyc is expressed as
Lcyc(G1, G2) = Ex∼Pdata(x) [||G2(G1(x))− x||1]
+Ey∼Pdata(y) [||G1(G2(y))− y||1] ,
(2)
where G1 and G2 represent the two generators, and x and y are samples from
X and Y domain respectively. We use L1 loss for the cycle consistency loss
following Zhu et al. [2].
3.2. Perceptual loss
To further reduce the space gap of possible mapping functions between do-
mains, we apply the perceptual loss Lp for our model. For a constrained trans-
lation problem, finding an appropriate loss function is critical. We adopt the
content loss of Gatys et al. [44], which is also referred as a perceptual simi-
larity loss or feature matching [45, 46, 47, 48]. We apply the perceptual loss
to our model followed by the cycle consistence loss, and compute the percep-
tual loss between unpaired images from different domains to push generator to
capture the feature representations. Let φ denotes a pre-trained visual percep-
tion network (we use pre-trained VGG19 in our experiments) and n denotes the
number of feature maps. Different layers in the networks represent low-to-high
level information: from edges and color to object and semantic representation.
Matching both low and high layers in the perception network can help achieving
fantastic translation. And the perceptual loss can be expressed as
Lp =
N∑
n
λn||Φn(y)− Φn(G(x); θ))||1, (3)
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where y denotes the image from caricature domain in our task and G(x) de-
notes the synthesized caricature image using x. Note that these two images are
unpaired.
3.3. Auxiliary noise input
Previous researches have fully proved that we can get plausible image results
from noise input [20, 28, 49, 24]. In order to improve the robustness and enrich
the diversity of image translation between domains, we design a noise-added
training procedure before the translation shown in Figure 2. First we obtain a
random noise input from random uniform distribution (range from 0 to 255),
then we merge the noise input and the raw image input to acquire the final
input using approximate weights. Here we define α to denote the proportion of
the raw image accounting for the final image. This can be expressed as
x = xi ∗ α+ (1− α) ∗ n, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, (4)
where xi denotes the raw input from photo domain and n denotes the noise
that has a uniform distribution Pnoise. Figure 3 shows one sample with adding
noise. With auxiliary noise input, the GAN object is expressed as:
Lc(G,D) = Ex,y∼Pdata(x,y) [logDp (x, y)]
+Ex∼Pdata(x),n∼Pnoise(n) [log(1−D(x,G(x, n))] .
(5)
Add noise
Figure 3: Sample for adding noise, here we use α = 0.5.
We add the auxiliary noise to improve the robustness of our model. And
we can get different styles of output through adjusting the noise input (see
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Section 4.5). Besides, we add the noise from a uniform distribution for making
the style information more representable and matching the style space while
translating. Furthermore, we also hope to control the style by adding different
noise and make the translating conditional, which will be our future work.
3.4. Dual discriminators
Traditional GANs usually have one generator and one discriminator to lever-
age adversarial training. Different from them, we design two different discrimi-
nators to capture different level information.
In our method, we propose two different discriminators called coarse dis-
criminator and fine discriminator respectively. The coarse discriminator aims
to encourage generator to synthesize images based on global style and struc-
ture information for domain translation. In our high level image-to-image task,
the coarse discriminator is capable for capturing the structure information and
abstracting the representative information of face photo such as emotion and
style. While the fine discriminator aims to achieve the feature matching and
help generating more plausible and precise images, and the fine discriminator
builds the adversarial training for the face details with generator such as lip and
eyes. Different from Satoshi et al. [39], we are not using the image patches as
input of local discriminator, we provide both the two discriminators with the
whole image as input while the outputs of the two discriminators are different
(see Figure 2). The output of coarse discriminator is a 4× 4 patch matrix after
the sigmoid activity function while the output of fine discriminator is 16 × 16.
Note that both the two discriminators are using sigmoid function at the last
layer. We have tried using different output size combinations to get different
results, and the experiments show that the combination of 16× 16 for fine dis-
criminator and 4 × 4 for coarse discriminator can obtain the best result for
translation. The coarse discriminator has a smaller feature map with more ab-
stractive representation compared to the fine discriminator. The D1 and D2 in
Figure 2 represent the dual discriminators for translating two different domains
X and Y .
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3.5. Generator
Previous studies have found it beneficial to mix the GAN objective with a
more traditional norm, such as L2 [38] and L1 [1] distance. We explore this
opinion to cycle consistency loss by applying L1 distance to compute Lcyc. Our
final objective is
G∗ = arg min
G
max
D
L(G,D) + γLcyc + σLp, (6)
w.r.t L(G,D) =
Lp(G,Dc) for Dc,Lg(G,Df ) for Df , (7)
where Lcyc means cycle consistency loss, Lp indicates perceptual loss, and γ and
σ are hyper parameters to balance the contribution of each loss to the objective.
We use greedy search to optimize the hyper parameters with γ = 10 and σ = 2.0
for all the experiments in this paper.
As shown in Figure 2, we use Conv-Residual blocks-Deconv [50] as the gen-
erator to share the low-level and high-level information between the input and
output directly across the net.
4. Experiments
As a typical image-to-image translation task, photo-to-caricature requires
high-level visual information conversion, which is very challenging for the state-
of-the-art general-purpose solutions. To explore the effect of our proposed
model, we tested the method on a variety of datasets for translating faces in the
wild from photo to caricature with different styles, and the qualitative results
are shown in Figs. 4 and 11.
4.1. Dataset and training
Our proposed model is trained in a supervised unpaired fashion on a paired
face photo-caricature dataset, named IIIT-CFW-P2C dataset, which was rebuilt
based on IIIT-CFW [25]. The IIIT-CFW is a dataset for the cartoon faces in
the wild and contains 8928 annotated cartoon faces of famous personalities
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in the world with varying profession. Also it provides 1000 real faces of the
public figure for cross modal retrieval tasks. However, it’s not suitable for the
training of photo-to-caricature translation task using some paired methods (such
as Pix2pix) because the face photos and face cartoons2 are not paired, e.g., the
facial orientation and expression of the photo and caricature for the same person
are varying a lot. So we rebuild a photo-caricature dataset with 1171 paired
images by searching the IIIT-CFW dataset and Internet as the training set for
compared experiments. Here we use 800 for training and the left for testing.
At inference time, we run the generator in exactly the same manner as during
the training phase. Besides, we also extensively evaluated our method on a
variety of datasets with faces in the wild, including Caricature [29], FEI [30],
IIIT-CFW [25], Yale [31], KDEF [32] and CelebA [33].
Besides, we also consider photo-to-sketch as a photo-to-caricature task for
experiments using PHOTO-SKETCH dataset [26, 27], which has 1194 paired
images and hence can be directly used for supervised training of some compared
paired methods. And following DualGAN, we use 995 unpaired images for
training and 199 for testing. Note that we train CycleGAN, DualGAN and our
model using unpaired images and train Pix2pix using paired images of the two
datasets.
4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-arts
Using IIIT-CFW-P2C dataset, we first compare our proposed method with
Pix2pix [1], DualGAN [3], DiscoGAN [5] and CycleGAN [2] on photo-to-caricature
translation task. All the four methods were trained on the same training dataset
and tested on novel data from IIIT-CFW-P2C dataset that does not overlap
those for training.
Qualitative evaluation. Figure 4 shows the experimental results of the compar-
ison, it can be seen that, DualGAN only learned the color and edge translation
2We consider that caricature is a type of a cartoon or a subset of a cartoon.
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rather than structure information, Pix2pix makes structure error in almost all
cases, while CycleGAN can keep the structure information of the input image
but without enough conversion for caricature creation task. For DiscoGAN,
it’s really hard to generate plausible and meaningful results due to the lack
data of training (800 pairs in our experiments vs. tens of thousands of pairs in
DiscoGAN’s experiments) and the big challenge of task (photo-to-caricature vs.
edge-to-photo). Although it’s still not good enough for the results of our method
compared to human caricaturists, the experiments on photo-to-caricature trans-
lation of faces show considerable performance gain of our proposed method over
state-of-the-art image-to-image translation methods, especially the encouraging
ability of exaggeration and abstraction. However, due to the very challenging
task with less training data but on various styles, our method also messes some
details while translation (see the mouth of the first row and the eyes of the
fourth row on our results in Figure 4).
This experiment also expresses that high-level image-to-image translation
tasks like photo-to-caricature are generally more difficult than those low-level
translation tasks such as photo-to-sketch, because it not only needs to abstract
the facial features, but also requires to exaggerate the emotional expression. So
that the pixel-level methods (like Pix2pix) might fail as they force the generator
to concentrate on local information rather than whole structure.
Besides, we also evaluate our methods on PHOTO-SKETCH dataset. Fig-
ure 5 shows the compared results. Comparing with Pix2pix, our method can
reduce the effect of being blurry and artifact. Although DualGAN and Cy-
cleGAN can also reserve the structure information of input faces, they are not
good at achieving abstraction and artistry. Similarly, DiscoGAN collapses when
facing insufficient training data and big challenging task.
Quantitative evaluation. Beyond the visually qualitative evaluation, we also
evaluated the translated cartoon results of different methods quantitatively on
IIIT-CFW-P2C dataset and PHOTO-SKETCH dataset in terms of both human
judge and machine grade, and the average results are shown in Table 1 and
13
Input Pix2pix DualGAN CycleGAN OursDiscoGAN
Figure 4: Comparison of state-of-the-art image-to-image translation methods with our pro-
posed method for face photo-to-caricature translation on IIIT-CFW-P2C dataset.
Table 2 respectively.
For human score, we invited 40 volunteers to evaluate the generated image
quality of different methods in terms of satire, exaggeration, lifelikeness and
artistry compared with the given original photo, by grading from 1 to 5 (1
represents the worst and 5 represents the best). For inception score, we used a
pre-trained classifier network and sampled images for evaluation followed [51].
The results shows that our proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art image-
to-image translation methods with the highest human and inception scores.
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Table 1: The generated image equality evaluation results of different methods on IIIT-CFW-
P2C dataset.
Method Human score Inception score
Pix2pix 2.0106 1.5069±0.1090
DualGAN 1.9946 1.4843±0.1049
DiscoGAN 1.5014 1.3366±0.0714
CycleGAN 3.5001 1.5684±0.1331
Ours 4.0120 1.6043±0.0918
Table 2: The generated image equality evaluation results of different methods on PHOTO-
SKETCH dataset.
Method AMT Inception score
Pix2pix 2.0971 1.3625±0.0706
DualGAN 2.3810 1.4063±0.0822
DiscoGAN 1.0858 1.3142±0.0206
CycleGAN 3.2272 1.3980±0.1130
Ours 4.0750 1.4298±0.0818
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Input Pix2pix DualGAN CycleGAN Ours RealDiscoGAN
Figure 5: Comparison of state-of-the-art image-to-image translation methods with our pro-
posed method for face photo-to-caricature translation on PHOTO-SKETCH dataset.
4.3. Dual discriminators
In this experiment, we verify the effectiveness of our proposed dual pathway
of discriminators. We first use only one coarse discriminator (Coarse D) and one
fine discriminator (Fine D) separately, and then use dual discriminators with
one coarse discriminator plus one fine discriminator (Fine D + Coarse D), while
keeping all other architectures and settings fixed for training and testing. Some
example results are shown in Figure 6, and one Fine D model almost misses
the key structure information on faces, but our dual Coarse D + Fine D model
can render the structure of facial features well. It further proves that the Fine
D model only concerns the local statistics for tackling low-level image-to-image
translation tasks (e.g., photo-to-sketch).
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Input Coarse D Fine D C & F
Figure 6: Comparison of only one discriminator (Coarse D and Fine D respectively) with our
dual discriminators (Coarse D + Fine D, C & F).
And we also took some experiments to greedy search the best combination
size of output patches for coarse discriminator and fine discriminator. Fig-
ure 7 shows results of different combinations, which indicates that large Fine
D patches (e.g., F32) fails to abstract and exaggerate faces while small Fine D
patches (e.g., F8) abstracts and exaggerates faces too much.
4.4. Loss selection
We first consider to check if the cycle consistency loss Lcyc should be pro-
vided to the GAN objective (Equation 6), and the second column in Figure 8
shows the results without cycle consistency loss. It’s easy to see that without
cycle consistency loss, although the adversarial system with adversarial loss can
capture the facial features, it’s hard to generate caricature images with plausible
objects and meaningful relationship between facial organs. The third column
in Figure 8 shows the results by adding cycle consistency loss Lcyc. Therefore,
the normal adversarial training can lead to some kind of caricature style, but it
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Input C8 
F32
C4 
F8
C4 
F32
C8 
F8
C4 
F16
C4 
F4
Figure 7: Examples of different combination sizes of output patches for coarse discriminator
and fine discriminator. Ck denotes that the output of coarse discriminator is a k × k patch,
and Fk denotes that the output of fine discriminator is a k × k patch. It can be seen that
large Fk such as F32 for fine discriminator fails to abstract faces and achieve exaggerations,
while small Fk such as F8 abstracts and exaggerates faces too much.
fails to be lifelike without meaningful components.
Based on the cycle consistency loss, we provide the perceptual loss Lp for
generator in our system. Figure 9 shows the compared results of without and
with Lp. It can be seen that perceptual loss can produce images with the ex-
aggerated facial features such as eyes, nose, and mouth. The perceptual loss,
which expresses some perceptual errors on facial features such as head, eyes,
and mouth, could improve the artistic expression of image generation and show
better abstraction ability. And it can also reduce the effect of being blurry.
The second column of Figure 9 without using perceptual loss illustrates the in-
distinguishable facial expressions with distorted facial organs while translation,
18
Input
w/o cycle 
consistency 
loss
w/ cycle 
consistency 
loss
Figure 8: Comparison of extra loss for final objective of generator: without (w/o) Lcyc and
with (w/) Lcyc.
and the third column with adding perceptual loss improves the performance
on facial expression and organ translation with caricature effect, e.g., the smile
woman of last row.
4.5. Auxiliary noise input
By adding auxiliary noise to our photo-to-caricature system, we can improve
the robustness and diversity of synthesized facial caricatures. Figure 10 shows
the example results of adding auxiliary noise for photo-to-caricature translation,
and the output results for adding different proportions (α) of noise indicate that
our system can still synthesize meaningful facial caricatures with even more than
a half noise (1 − α, see Equation 4 for reference) as inputs, besides, the added
different proportions of noise also lead to different styles of output results, which
19
Input w/o perceptual
loss
w/ perceptual
loss
Figure 9: Comparison of extra loss for final objective of generator: without (w/o) Lp and
with (w/) Lp.
indicates that it might be used as a factor for tuning different synthesized styles.
4.6. Freestyle face caricature creation
To evaluate the ability for real applications in the daily life, we tested our
method on a variety of face datasets, including Caricature [29], FEI [30], IIIT-
CFW [25], Yale [31], KDEF [32] and CelebA [33], to illustrate the photo-to-
caricature translation on faces in the wild, and the results are shown in Figure 11.
These freestyle face caricature creation results validate that our model works not
bad on arbitrary faces and show the potential value for the related applications.
And we can see that the translated results in KDEF, FEI and Yale datasets
also have different facial expression corresponding the input faces. Our methods
successfully reserve the emotion information and emulate the facial organs with
caricature style. So we can conclude that the more abstracted information such
20
1.00.70.50.40.30.2
Noise 
input
Output
Noise 
input
Output
Figure 10: Examples of adding auxiliary noise for robustness and diversity of our photo-to-
caricature translation. Different proportions (α in Equation 3) of noise inputs can also lead
to meaningful different styles of output caricatures.
as facial emotion and expression with global structure information are reserved.
Besides, our model can also enlarge or narrow the facial organs such as chin,
lips, eyes and so on, which is required for high-level image-to-image translation
tasks.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
We present a novel GAN-based method to deal with high-level image-to-
image translation task, i.e., photo-to-caricature translation. The proposed
method uses dual discriminators for capturing global structure and local statis-
tics information with abstraction ability, also provides extra perceptual loss on
GAN objective to constrain the consistency under exaggeration. Besides, the
style information can be learned and representative by adding auxiliary noise
input. And the robustness can be improved by the noise-added training. Experi-
mental results show that our method not only outperforms other state-of-the-art
21
Caricature
FEI
IIIT-CFW
Yale
KDEF
CelebA
Figure 11: Example translated caricatures of facial photos from several datasets (Carica-
ture [29], FEI [30], IIIT-CFW [25], Yale [31], KDEF [32] and CelebA [33]) using our trained
model on IIIT-CFW-P2C.
image-to-image translation methods, but also works well on a variety of datasets
for photo-to-caricature translation of faces in the wild.
Limitations. Translating photo to caricature is a very challenging high-
level image-to-image translation task. Thus, our model also fails in some cases,
e.g., some generated images of Yale and CelebA dataset in Figure 11. Although
our method can keep the structure information of faces, it is still hard to render
the details for providing high-quality caricatures and some tiny organs (such
as eyes) are lack of details in Figure 4. Besides, it’s also sensitive to side face
with complex background, e.g., some cases on CelebA and KDEF datasets in
Figure 11.
Future work. With regard to future work, first, it would be interesting
22
to investigate our method on other tasks of high-level image-to-image trans-
lation (e.g., human-to-cartoon translation for cartoon movies); second, for the
proposed method, the model still needs to be improved to provide high-quality
rendered translated results; third, we intend to apply our method on the real
applications of automatic and intelligent photo-to-caricature translation; fourth,
we hope that we can control caricature style while translating images between
domains by tuning input noise.
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